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Holm Hänsel - UX product designer 
since 2006, Designer for UX & UI and 
Design Thinking Lecturer.  
You see some samples for financial 
applications and AI projects of the 
last 3 years for big banks like 
Deutsche Bank, HSBC or JP Morgan. 
I’m into interactive data visualization 
and parametric or dynamic video 
production. Would love to join your 
team as am I a good team player.

Open for hiring

Dipl. Des. Holm Hänsel        mail@holmhaensel.de       +49 176 20114724





Universalbank

A generic Bank design system to meet 
Most clients needs. Universalbank is a 
imaginary brand to present all UX prototypes. 
Its a lot time saving in creating Hi-Fi mockups. 

A generic bank design for faster prototyping
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Save draft?


We are able to keep all increment 
values for later.

No, resetNo, reset YESYES

Success


We are able to keep all increment 
values for later.
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Hi-Fi Wireframing

Interactive pseudo styled bank wireframe solution for B2B

Universalbank is a complete solution 
design system that gives businesses 
everything needed to create flow 
diagrams, data flows, visual diagrams, 
wireframes and more.

Interactive bank wireframe solution for B2B
• Quickly create impactful wireframes that  
   inform and bring clarity to projects.  
• Start at any fidelity; from simple  
   light mood to more complex UI designs  
   in dark mood.  
• From there, quickly evolve wireframes all  
   the way up to pixel-perfect – all in  
   one bank style.

Strategy: one HiFi design for all prototypes
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Handle data easier

• UX for finance apps are strong demands in data visualisation 
• Color palette works in light and dark mode except the errors  
• Di. erent styling characteristics to its dual modes:  
• Highlighting color is di�erent: Orange for light and yellow for the dark 
• Shapes slightly di�er: Light mode is rounded, dark straight edged 
• All data is planned for interactive handling

Financial software is all about present data

Data picker Data picker
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Benchmarking Reset
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DARK MODE 
Data is bold and sharp illustrated

LIGHT MODE 
Data is Soft and friendly illustrated 



HedgePilot AI

HedgePilot, formerly named Hedge:IQ is one of  
the innovations inside of LPA. Its a deep learning  
hedging AI which automatically advises the users to  
buy or sell Hedges in their portfolio in reason  
to reduce costs.

Artificial Intelligence Software for hedge portfolios



Wireframe an AI

Todays AI’s are invisible in what they are really doing.  
That’s why we need to create a higher control interface 
to follow their thoughts. So that we are always able to 
readjust this manually.  
 
After creating a workflow tree, we was able to fill this 
with all the parameters which has to be setup for a 
hedged exposure.

How to design a hedging AI



Hedge:IQ

IQ

The AI (IQ) 
it's a modular AI which can plugged in

Hedging Control Tool

Interactive health monitoring of AI

Blurry activity behind the  
lock screen reflects AI processes 

System findings and  
trade recommendations 

�e Ghost in the Shell

• Using advanced algorithms and human judgement to deliver  
  the smarter investment decisions.  
• AI is always active and can be seen running in a blurry screen  
  behind data interface. 
• Optimising monitor next to the login screen that shows  
  the current performance. 
• Possibility to share certain items on social media  

An Integration of artificial intelligence and the financial industry 
by using AI for investment decisions, that is because AI can 
speed reconciliation, reduce errors and ultimately reduce costs 
especially collaterals cost.

GUI for an innovative hedging intelligence

Strategy: GUI, fully responsive with the feeling of being alive

Project: deep learning has a problem in transparency





Endless to the best

After you logged-in, you see the actual calculated 
recommendations. Its more a control room of a big 
machine with produces mass data in optimisations. 
Only the biggest ones are given to an adjustment. Very 
important, also to have a look into the history.

The health monitoring of a AI system

Highlight for an unprotected hedge

Portfolio notional

BUY/SELL flags

History

AI Performance
Calculated Hedge changings

Trading 
recommendations



Verifino Dept Platform

Thats a Platform for communes and cities to bid for 
depts on a central platform. Its a very powerful tool to  
get the best dept rates by the banks for their facilities. 
Verifino is an evolution out of the former  
municipal dept platform mZins.

Bidding platform for depts



Redesign the former App

Verifino Redesign was based on a old existing software which also used  
Silverlight technology. After the exit of this technology. We wanted to  
have a lean more simple online version which know di�erent 
viewports. So we mucked out the hut and Verifino was born.

Evolution of a municipal dept platform



Now versus Past

As an comparison you see the old screens which turned in the  
new design by adding also the newest insights of usability.

Dark skining is very popular in the finance world



30% su�er in the dark mode

30% to 60% of the worldwide 
population can’t properly focus bright 
text on a dark background. The dark 
mode is a kid of Hollywood where 
impressive Sci-Fi GUIs in dystopian 
movies are standard.  
 
Well, dark modes are necessary in 
situations of low light conditions 
such as navigation at night. But we 
shouldn’t forget about the big 
handicap  
with astigmatism.

The Verifino light theme helps against astigmatism



Existing portfolio

Simple Portfolio Check

Import Manual input Approximation

Existing portfolio

Existing portfolio XML/CSV-file 

Existing portfolio.xml 

Money Stocks Commodities

Pension Real estate Others

Class Type Sector


XLSX/CSV file here 

drag or click 
to browse one

60% 
Money market


60.123% 

Money market

Portfolio.xlsx

DRAG’N’DROP CHECKER 
A tool to check the financial 

performance of via any 
portfolio. Just drop the file and 
a scripted environment shows 

analysed and suggests data

Make Data great again

This section presents using innovation to transform business data 
into customer value based. Statistics and financial data are 
sometimes di�cult to digest for many customers. Therefore charts 
and graphs which come in various flavours (bar charts, pie charts, 
line graphs), and other types of data visualisation are commonly 

• Documents are easy to upload and manage. 
• Drag’n’drop option to build financial portfolios 
• Interactive scenario visualisation for cases relations “if or when“

UX data innovations in the financial product advisory

Project: reducing the friction in understanding data

Strategy: data is a good advisory tool is interactive
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Scenario Calculator

In many advisories there only products without customisation or a 
forecasting tool to play around with assumptions. So the own 
drawn expectations in a scenario calculation just processed in real-
time give a better feeling for the deal I want to close.

Draw your personal scenario 

Scenario Calculator 0,42% Yield
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Easy Documentary

In a very regulated environment like the banking business, a lot documentation 
is generated and to be stored accessible. Thats why I innovated the massive 
product document upload with automatic filetype detection and sorting to give 
the advisor a lot help in his workflow. 

Make documents easy to upload and sorted

Search …

FX-Forward Knock-in Forward  
(European) Plain Vanilla Option

BROWSE FILES

Drag file here

BROWSE FILES

Drag file here

BROWSE FILES

Drag file here

KID/PIB  KID/PIB  PIB/ICO 

Presentation  Presentation  Presentation 

ICO  ICO  KID 

Other document  Other document  Other document 

 Client renounces  Handed out

 Handed out

 Handed out

 Handed out

 Handed out

 Handed out

 Handed out

PIB/ICO 
Not provided yet

Presentation 
Not provided yet

KID 
Not provided yet

Other documents 
Not provided yet

Retrieve and upload product documents

Termsheet.xls

Uploading …

75%

PRODUCT DOCUMENTATION 
A tool to to organise easily the docs for  

all compliance regulatory.

All Documents 



:lpa Webpage

We needed to update our webpage to 
responsiveness 
and a lot new financial content. Also to present 
the first time the LPA software universe.  

The inhouse webpage project



�e Origin Page

The old appearance was a very limited and small page. 
Not responsive and not having the heavy software 
service content we o�ered after some years.

First LPA was a finance consultancy 



Webpage :lpa v2.0

The webpage was launched one year after the project started. 
We had to fill 40 pages with new content and a lot  sorting 
functionality. First time that the company has reached a 
responsive design approach.

Multiplatform webdesign



Elements of Business

Honeycomb formulates big picture solutions which enable businesses 
to deliver tangible results by bringing together the best function 
analytics, competitive intelligence and brand insights

• Captech (capital technology) is the digitisation of global financial processes 
• The points are the input/output relation between the functions. 
• Names are given by adding initials letters as abbreviation 

Project: create product icon/elements for captech tools

Strategy: the particles in universe of processes and integration

Icon set design for LPA product universe 



 Element 
Name

En

Function & Characteristics

INPUT

ELEMENT 
Product name

SYMBOL 
initials letters as abbreviation  
for the product name  

BODY 
Honeycomb stands for 
modularity 

OUTPUT

PROCESSING 
The LPA Solutions often deals with the 
optimization of input and output processes. 
 
Includes the LPA the claim concept  
„Making your points“ - the points as 
interfaces.  
 
The inclusion of the points of the former 
logo as decorative elements in the LPA 
Design guidelines for images and graphics.
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für Finanzinstrumente 

Captano
Ihr One-stop Shop in der  

ZWM-Kundenberatung

Ca

Digital 
Advisory

Da

Ihre Kundenberatung 4.0

INTEGRATION 
Optically aligned to show the 

edge by edge service 
functionality 

or expansion.
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EDITOR FILE 

JSON file to process  
easy the client data

Instant Video

When creating products or services, long functional specifications get 
in the way. They are quickly filled with complex features. They can be 
more validated with users data. Videos are a powerful way to show 
the value of ideas and product visions in their context of use. They 
make messages more memorable and understandable. It empowers 
business leaders and professionals of all industries to shape their 
ideas and scenarios, and help them to take decisions.  

• Advisor can provide the data online which directly     
     reflected in the videos  
• Templates are generated by JSON file. 
• Animated graphs represent real values to 
     emphasise trust. 
• Video’s voice is synthesised by Google Wavenet. 

JP Morgan in English: https://youtu.be/ZKTEnwgP7F8 
JP Morgan in Chinese: https://youtu.be/HF9EGIJD87k 
Unicredit in German: https://youtu.be/SCbtxC7-Yes 
Nordea in English: https://youtu.be/OuXN3TrlLtg 
DZ Bank in German: https://youtu.be/4KTKyOWWU4s

Customer’s data are visualised in short advisory videos

Project: complex content does advisory mislead

Features: stories become more reflected with user data in real-time  

Links: have a look on the sample videos







INSTANTLY CREATED VIDEO 
Animated graphs  
represent real values  
inserted by clients themselves 







Video Generator

The next years we will reach 70% acceptance in selling  
via product videos. So nevertheless they should be personalised.

Personal storytelling is the king of selling

JSON FILE 
With a simple JSON almost any content  
can be changed in the video





ROD is a rims and motor oil manufacturer who wanted to erect a 
online store for car parts. The special was a rim configurator to find 
the right rims size and selling together with tires to complete wheels 
in the correct type.

• FIN key number input beside quick tapped car brand selector 
• 3D car model visualisation is gamification for choosing rims 
• Instant wheel recommendations for chosen rims in checkout 
• Pin-up reference in this branch - a nurse who’s healing cars

Interactive configurator to sell complete wheels online

Project: selling tires or wheels are very di� cult because of size diversity

Features: lets find the cars brands interactive to know all sizements

Rims Configurator







